
 

 

Association: North Eastern 

Round: 13 

Date:  13th August, 2022 

 

Match between: RSMU v Blyth/Snowtown 

 

A1 

Result RSMU 50 v Blyth/Snowtown 49 

 A very even contest all over the court in the first half of the first quarter with Blyth/Snowtown 

stepping up and being up by seven at the first break. Both teams were hungry for the ball taking full 

advantage of the time they held possession. Blyth/Snowtown GS Leah Edmunds made it very hard 

for RSMU to gain any possessions in their goal ring with very accurate goal shooting and rebounding.  

RSMU made a change at the quarter break with Paige Rowett moving into GS and Sophie Griffiths 

GA. This opened up the goal ring, making lots of opportunities for RSMU to start clawing their way 

back. Blyth/Snowtown GA Ellie Gould worked hard in the attack line with great play making and goal 

shooting. A hard fought last quarter saw RSMU come away with a win by one.  

 

A2 

Result RSMU 51 v Blyth/Snowtown38 

Both teams came out firing scoring goal for goal with Blyth/Snowtown with a slight lead early with 

strong attacking plays and accurate shooting by Tessa Weckert (GS) and Lucy Pratt (GA). RSMU’s 

Baillie Trenwith (WD) stepped up and provided great midcourt pressure and intercepts giving RSMU 

a one goal lead at quarter time. RSMU made some defensive changes which proved to work well 

with Jasmin Connell (GD) and Rebecca Lockwood (GK) working well together to keep 

Blyth/Snowtown’s goalies to seven goals for the quarter. Blyth Snowtown had a very strong third 

quarter with great passages of play transitioning from their mid courters Cherie Stirling (WA) and 

Hannah Hogg (C) into their goalies. RSMU really stepped it up in the last quarter with great full court 

pressure and attacking plays into RSMU’s Zoe Hier (GS) who held well around the ring and finished 

off with great shooting. Overall a great team game by RSMU. 

 

B1 

Result: RSMU 43 v Blyth/Snowtown 45 

The first time these two teams met the Cat’s took the points with a last quarter turnaround edging 

the Hawks out by three goals. This game had two teams that might face off in the finals so an 

important result loomed. Both teams showed their strengths as they fought their way goal for goal 

in the wet weather. Goalies from both teams held their own against their opposing defenders. In the 

end Blyth/Snowtown ended winning by three against RSMU Hawks.  

 

B2 

Result RSMU 34 v Blyth/Snowtown 61 

A strong well contested first quarter saw both teams fighting hard for every ball. RSMU’s defence 

made it hard for Blyth/Snowtown’s Nicola Ross and Charlotte Jacka. RSMU’s GS Chenelle Busch 

positioned herself perfectly in the goal ring making it hard for Blyth/Snowtown’s defence line to turn 

the ball over. Blyth/Snowtown took a strong lead by three quarter time leaving RSMU to chase every 

ball and keep it a well contested game. A good spirited match by all. 

 

 

 



C1 

Result RSMU 30 v Blyth/Snowtown19 

RSMU had a steady start to the match capitalizing early on a few turnovers to have a small lead at 

quarter time.  Some great defence by Nadia Langtry and Kasey Jenner in the second quarter saw 

RSMU pull away to a half time lead of nine goals.  Blyth/Snowtown steadied in the third and fourth 

quarters, but RSMU maintained their lead to win by 11. 

 

C2 

Result RSMU 48 v Blyth/Snowtown 19 

A tight first quarter saw RSMU just in front, as the Blyth Snowtown defence led by Nikki Francis 

quelled numerous attacks. The home side asserted their dominance for the rest of the game in a 

terrific team effort, starting many attacks from defence as Emily Heathfield played a superb game at 

GK.  

 

15U 

Result RSMU 31 v Blyth/Snowtown 18 

A fast start to the game with Ocea Ebsary (Cats) turning the ball over in defence giving the Cats a 

lead at the first break. A few changes to RSMU and tighter defence by Erica Parker (RSMU) gave 

RSMU a five goal lead a half time. RSMU put extra pressure on in the mid court to create turn overs 

giving Maddison Przibilla (RSMU) lots of scoring opportunity. Chloe Jamison (BL/SN) continued to 

shoot well and keep the Cats in the game, RSMU pulled away with the win. Great game considering 

the wet conditions. 

 

J1 

No Game 

 

J2 

Result RSMU 19 v Blyth/Snowtown 15 

It was an even start to the game, with excellent defensive efforts at both ends by Tameka 

Saunderson (RSMU) and Zahara Bernhardt (Cats), with RSMU leading the first break by two goals. 

RSMU’s attack line settled well in the second quarter, with clean and concise movement and feeding 

by RSMU’s Jemma Miller in Centre, and accurate shooting by the goalies – resulting in a nine goal 

lead at half time. The Cats had more productive third and fourth quarters, with excellent pressure 

applied by Addison Flynn (Cats) as WD causing many turnovers. Whilst the Cats produced a great 

comeback, RSMU steadied resulting in a win by four at the final whistle. 

 

J3 

No Game 

 

J4  

Fantastic defensive pressure applied by RSMU’s Amelia McInerney in the goal circle. Beautiful 

shooting and movement in the ring from Blyth/Snowtown’s Georgia Schramm. The Cats played a 

consistent game with some great passages of play throughout the court.  

 

J5  

Blyth/Snowtown had a strong start with excellent passes and accurate shooting. RSMU improved as 

the game went on with some tight defence and good positioning throughout the game. When it 

came in wet the girls all persevered and finished strong.  



Match between: Eudunda/Robertstown and South Clare 

  

A1 

Result: Eudunda/Roberststown 50 v South Clare 51 

With a different combination, Saints started the better team with good feeding into the ring by 

George Pfitzner at WA. The second quarter saw South work into the game and settle in attack. 

Creating a few turnovers, South managed to capitalise. In the third it tightened up and Taylor Wurfel 

did her best to ruffle the Saints attack. It was a tight last quarter, with steady play from both teams 

but South snuck in front and held on to win by one. 

 

A2 

Result: Eudunda/Robertstown 52 v South Clare 30 

A very evenly contested first quarter by both teams with strong defensive pressure down both ends 

of the court. South came out firing in the second with accurate shooting by Katie Woodrow, 

reducing the margin. Saint’s shooters Molly Bruhn and Jourdon Jenke increased their accuracy in the 

third quarter, allowing them to take the lead by 17. South Clare continued to fight, however, Saints 

were too strong, winning by 22. 

 

B1 

Result: Eudunda/Robertstown 38 v South Clare 20 

Wet conditions saw both teams have a scrappy start to the game. South were the first to settle with 

slick shooting by both goalies which saw them take the lead by two at quarter time. Saints found 

their rhythm in the second quarter with great defensive pressure by Matilda O’Brien and Claire 

Schiller which saw them take the lead by three at the main break. Saints continued their defensive 

pressure which was converted by goalies, Lucy O’Driscoll and Morghan Prior. South Clare fought to 

the final whistle, but a consistent four quarter effort by the Saints saw them take the win by 18 

goals. 

 

B2 

Result: Eudunda/Robertstown 14 v South Clare 47 

South Clare started strong in attack with accurate shooting and strong leads. Saints tried hard to 

block attacking drives down the court, but South continued to refine their leads and were able to 

capitalise on intercepts and rebounds to take a strong lead at half time. South goalies continued to 

shoot consistently and accurately until the final whistle, although Saints worked hard down the court 

they just couldn’t provide enough opportunities to score. 

 

C1 

Result: Eudunda/Robertstown 32 v South Clare 21 

A strong start of the game by both teams with the defence causing a lot of turnovers. The second 

quarter saw South capitalise on their turnovers and get a few goals back to only be down by four at 

half time. Saints were efficient with their shooting in the last half and got lots of opportunity with 

their defensive team, Chloe Brohan and Renae Sauer working hard for every ball that came their 

way. Saints got the win by 11. 

 

 

 

 

 



C2 

Result: Eudunda/Robertstown 12 v South Clare 30 

It was a great start to the game with both teams coming out with strong defence. Saints hesitation 

with their passing enabled easy interceptions, and South Clare having great timing and moving of the 

ball confidently down the court, lead them to a comfortable win.     

  

15U 

Result: Eudunda/Robertstown 34 v South Clare 25 

Starting in the rain, both teams adjusting to the conditions. There were many opportunities for loose 

balls that were contested by both sides.  In the second quarter the ball moved up and down the 

court many times before scoring.  Saints found a break and rhythm to create scoring opportunities 

and lead by ten at half time. Third quarter Saints defenders rebounded well and opened up their 

court play to create a bigger lead. South Clare responded in fourth quarter and chased Saints score, 

Saints holding on to lead in a closely contested game and win by nine. 

 

J1 

Result: Eudunda/Robertstown 16 v South Clare 27 

It was an even game to start with and the ball went back and forward many times, with South 

managing to get a run on before quarter time to be up five. Saints made changes at quarter time 

with Leni Geister moving into GA which helped with quick ball movement down the court and in the 

ring. Saints were still down by five at half time. South had a good third quarter with good defence 

and accurate shooting by Isabelle Wilson in GA. In the last quarter South continued with consistent 

play down the court to come away with the win. 

 

J2 

Result: Eudunda/Robertstown 1 v South Clare 38 

It was a strong start to the game from the South Clare girls who managed to pick up and turn over 

the ball.  While the Saints tried their best to keep possession, South had strong play and gained a 

good lead in the game.  There were amazing intercepts by South’s Centre, Isabel Quinton, helping 

them down the court.  The game resulted in South winning with a convincing score of 38 to one. 

  

J3 

Wet conditions gave the girls a slippery start. South Clare’s Nikola Lolic and Jordie McCarthy shot 

well. Eudunda/Robertstown had strong defence along the court with some great intercepts from 

Jaymie-Lee Vandenberg and Claudia Dutschke.  

  

J4 

No Game 

 

J5 

South Clare came out strong with great leads and making use of their height. Saint’s Kiara-Lee 

Dutschke and Nellie Mepstead made lots of intercepts and made it hard for Souths goalies. Saints 

worked hard all game, scoring their first goal in the last quarter! Great game everyone. 

 

 

 

 

 



Match between: BSR vs BBH 

 

A1 

Result: BSR 58 v BBH 22 

A strong team game by tigers in the first quarter saw them seven goals in front, BBH showed 

awesome determination to stay in the game but BSR were just too focused on quick controlled 

netball and pulled away further. 13 dynamic intercepts by BSR in the first half had the Rams making 

positional changes. Amelia Rasheed went into defence giving BBH many opportunities at goals, 

unfortunately Amelia came off and the Tigers ran away with the win.  

 

A2 

Result: BSR 63 v BBH 35 

BSR took an early lead passing well and playing a controlled game. BBH goalies shot accurately and 

BSR goalies mirrored the accuracy. Jess Ashby and Courtney Moller turned balls over in the second 

quarter providing and continuing the lead at half time. BBH played better in the third quarter never 

giving up but couldn’t match the well-oiled BSR line up.  

 

B1 

Result: BSR 33 v BBH 14 

A tight first quarter with slippery conditions. BSR capitalised on turnovers by Abbey Dare to be up at 

quarter time. BSR extended their lead in the second quarter with great drives throughout mid court 

by Annie Smart. Izzy Ward shot accurately in the third quarter to extend BSR’s lead to ten at three 

quarter time. A great team effort by all players in the last quarter saw BSR rewarded with their first 

win of the season.  

 

B2 

Result: BSR 48 v BBH 46 

A tough game played in very wet conditions. Goal for goal, with great play down the court by both 

teams. BSR winning by a slim margin but great game by both teams.  

 

C1 

Result: BSR 55 v BBH 37 

Accurate shooting from their goalies gave BSR a great lead early on. The weather didn’t deter BSR’s 

defence even with a few slips and tumbles, they managed to overturn the ball quite well. A young 

BBH team just weren’t strong quite enough to keep BSR from the win.  

 

C2 

No Game 

 

15U 

Result: BSR 29 v BBH 34 

BSR came out strong in the first quarter, but BBH were strong for the following three quarters with 

lots of turnovers on court throughout the match. The goalies for both teams played very well with 

accurate shooting from BBH resulting in a win. Wet weather slowed the pace of the game.  

 

 

 

 



J1 

Result: BSR 15 v BBH 27 

A tightly contested game with consistent play at both ends of the court. Annabelle Quinn and Anna 

Schuppan both shot well for BBH. Taylor Jones for BSR got her hands to many balls and Lara Meyer 

was steady through the mid court. Emmylou Cooper played a great game in GD and made it tough 

for the BSR shooters. 

 

J2 

No Game 

 

J3 

A great game by both teams in wet conditions. Lovely defence by the BBH GS Annabelle Harvey. BSR 

took the lead in second half with great drive down the court by Sophie Weckert and nice shooting by 

Asha Longbottom. Ivy Weckert and Alice Trengove both worked hard in defence in the second half. 

 

J4 

The wet weather made the game challenging. Both BSR and BBH adjusted their game with short and 

steady passing. The game was close in the first half, with the third quarter opening up. The final 

quarter saw some great attacking play by BBH. A good game under some tough conditions.  

 

J5 

A great game by all in wet weather conditions. BSR shot well with strong and frequent goals. BBH 

worked hard to get the ball. Great shooting by Bella Thomas and excellent defence by Sadie Thomas. 

 

 

Match between: North Clare V Min Man 

 

A1 

Result: North Clare 38 v Min Man 48 

Min Man started off well with Gracie Ross taking many intercepts.  North had to play catch up but 

Min Man were strong in their defence down the court.  Millie Heinjus was consistent in defence for 

North. Chelsea Panoho went into WD in the last half and took some great intercepts bringing North 

back to within six, but Min Man were too strong. 

A2 

Result: North Clare 41 v Min Man 24 

A fantastic game with Min Man's young team challenging North's more experienced outfit at every 

turn. A tight first quarter with Diesy O’Driscoll driving and shooting beautifully for North while Halle 

Smith matched it for Min Man. Kristen Coles was strong in defence rebounding well and North held a 

slight lead at the first break. The rain arrived in the second quarter slowing down the scoring but 

North held the lead into halftime with Abbie Brereton's speed and footwork gaining her plenty of 

the ball.  Changes to North's attack lineup saw Zoe Pawelski come into the game turning over balls 

down the court and then capitalising in the ring. An injury to North resulted in further changes with 

Kristen moving into GS providing a great tussle in the ring with an in form Molly Ross and Kel Vasek 

going back to her preferred role as GK.  Min Man came out hard in the final quarter with Lucy Hill 

finding her goalies and getting results, but North held their composure finishing with a great win. 



B1 

Result: North Clare 35 v Min Man 30 

The top of the ladder clash saw a close match.  With North capitilising on mistakes they finished the 

first quarter with a four goal lead. Min Man fought hard in the second quarter with accurate 

shooting, and Nicole Blackwell moving into GA to create a strong presence, along with accurate 

shooting by Lydia Schwartz, Min Man won the quarter to be up by one at half time.  Changes to the 

North line up in defence and shooting, with Madeline Rivas Campos coming on at GD created some 

much-needed turn overs and pressure in an even match. Experience in the North goals led to a 

seven point lead at three quarter time. Both teams continued to battle it out in last quarter, with 

both ends working hard to gain any goals in trying conditions. North were able to hold onto their 

lead in the end.  A well fought match.  

B2 

Result: North Clare 47 v Min Man 30 

An even, tightly contested first quarter with strong movement by both teams. Strong, accurate 

shooting by Ruby Stringer and Keely Pearce and strong defence by Rachel Pearce and Sarah Day saw 

North lead by ten goals at half time. Min Man came out firing in the third quarter and with strong 

ball movement down the caught and accurate shooting by Addy Ackland and Gabbi Scobie, Min Man 

cut the lead to seven at three quarter time. North settled in the fourth quarter and increased the 

lead by 17 at full time. 

C1 

Result: North Clare 33 v Min Man 34 

An even start to the match by both teams with excellent hands in defence by Min Man’s Chelsea 

Couch and amazing shooting by North’s Marie Mullighan.  Min Man lead by one at quarter time.  

Min Man’s Mikayla Hadley and Rachel Oehme worked well together in the centre court, with Norths 

Carly Marshall keeping the pressure on.  At half time Min Man lead by one.  A tight tussle in the third 

quarter saw both teams shooting well and moving the ball down the court.  Pressure over the ball 

down the court resulted in another tight quarter, Min Man lead by two at three quarter time.  North 

made quite a few changes going into the last quarter, with Lilli Smith for North shooting well, under 

pressure from Min Man’s Annabel Sandow.   Min Man’s Laura Willmott and North’s Kelsie 

Macdonald held each other up in the last quarter.  A great last quarter by all with the lead changing 

often, Min Man just snuck over the line to win by one. 

C2 

Result: North Clare 19 v Min Man 27 

A great game by both teams today. North came out ready to go, with Min Man trying to catch up. 

First quarter saw North with a three goal win. Rain came in hard, making difficult play for both 

teams. North made changes in the second quarter which gave Min Man a chance with a one goal 

lead at half time. By three quarter time, North hadn't scored any goals and Min Man had a strong 

lead. Min Man were the stronger team on the day winning by eight goals. Well done! 

 

 

 

 

 



15U 

Result: North Clare 13 v Min Man 71 

Min Man started the game strongly and a great tussle between Min Man's Charlie Ross and North's 

Amelie Smith was present throughout the whole game. Some very wet weather in the second 

quarter slowed the play giving North the chance to score. Changes from both teams saw another 

strong contest between North's Ruby Redden in GA and Min Man’s Daisy Duncan in GD, however 

Min Man were just too strong in the end. 

J1 

Result: North Clare 21 v Min Man 28 

A tightly defended first half with both teams showing determination. Min Man made the most of 

their opportunities and were up by three goals at half time. Bridie Mitchell for Min Man made it 

difficult to get a clear run into attack for North Clare. Hayley Abbott was very strong through the 

center court for Min Man. Charlotte Wood and Sophie Green for North Clare defended well all 

game, but Min Man were too tall in attack and accurate shooting saw Min Man win the game by 

seven. A great game by both teams. 

J2 

Result: North Clare 5 v Min Man 48 

Min Man got off to a flying start, with tight defence from Amber Smith who took many intercepts 

throughout the game. The cold and wet conditions made for some messy play with lots of turnovers 

all over the court. Abby Mason was excellent on the rebounding for North Clare, capitilising on the 

few goals that the accurate Min Man goalies missed. Edwina Callary ran hard through the centre for 

North Clare and was consistently strong all game. The girls from both teams played well on a very 

wet cold day.  

J3 

A slow start under the cold conditions with lots of play up and down the court. Strong defence from 

both sides making it hard to score. Changes at half time resulted in North capatilising the turn overs 

to scoring goals. Great shooting from Charlotte Berry throughout the game, despite the great 

defence from Billie Cash in the goal ring.  

J4 

An evenly contested first quarter with great contest in the goals from both sides. North capitalised in 

the second half with great turn overs and accurate shooting. Lots of defensive pressure from both 

teams throughout the match with great improvement from all players.  

J5 

Min Man dominated in the goals in the first half with some great shooting by Eliza Stockman and 

Lily-May Barp. North worked hard in attack and moved the ball around in the goal circle. North Clare 

were strong in the defence throughout the whole game. Violet Wood and Koda Maher played 

consistently allowing good even game by both sides. 

 

 

 


